Management of Pulmonary Interstitial Emphysema in a Premature Infant using Nasopharyngeal High-Frequency Oscillatory Ventilation
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Abstract
Pulmonary interstitial emphysema in mechanically ventilated premature infants is a serious complication that is difficult to manage and is associated with a poor prognosis [1]. We describe a premature infant with respiratory insufficiency secondary to severe pulmonary interstitial emphysema that was managed with nasopharyngeal high-frequency oscillatory ventilation, as a non-invasive mode of ventilation.

Our case report does not clearly differentiate whether the improvement in gas exchange and eventual resolution of PIE are attributable to the use of non-invasive HFOV or to the use more appropriate low frequency (7Hz) with the non-invasive approach. Further studies of NP-HFOV use in infants with PIE are needed to support our report

Conclusion: NP-HFOV may be utilized in infants with PIE associated with compromised respiratory function. NP-HFOV may decrease the chance of further pulmonary complications, including pneumonia and lung atelectasis, and facilitate care of sick infants while on NP-HFOV.
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Introduction
Invasive mechanical ventilation is a cornerstone of modern neonatal units. It has contributed to the increased survival of premature infants suffering from respiratory insufficiency. However, complications such as pulmonary interstitial emphysema (PIE) occur in 3-26% of ventilated premature infants. PIE incidence correlates with delayed surfactant therapy and a lower gestational age at birth [2]. Development of PIE in mechanically ventilated very low birth weight infants (VLBW) infants is associated with an increased morbidity and mortality [1,3].

High-frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV) delivers small tidal volumes at a supraphysiological frequency. This technique is effective in eliminating carbon dioxide and is independent of the dead space in endotracheally intubated infants.

We propose that nasopharyngeal HFOV (NP-HFOV) through a single nasopharyngeal tube can achieve adequate gas exchange, expedite extubation and the utilization of non-invasive ventilation. We describe a critically ill infant with severe PIE that was successfully managed by NP-HFOV.

Case Report

A male infant delivered via emergency Cesarean section due to maternal chorioamnionitis and fetal distress weighed 1.23 kg at birth and was born at 28 weeks’ gestation to a 38-year-old gravida 5, para 4 mothers.

Shortly after birth, clinical and radiological features of severe respiratory distress syndrome manifested. The patient was intubated and given 2 doses of surfactant (Survanta). Extubation was not possible because of persistence of hypoxemic respiratory failure; thus, the patient was supported using the Draeger-Babylog 8000 plus conventional ventilation in assist-control mode (Dräger Medical AG & Co. KGaA 23542 Lübeck Germany).

During the first 12 hours of life, the patient’s cardio-respiratory status was unstable, and FiO2 needs exceeded 80% with sub-adequate saturation and difference greater than 20% across the ductus arteriosus.

Dopamine, dobutamine, vasopressin, and hydrocortisone were given at maximum therapeutic doses; systemic antibiotics (Meropenem and Ampicillin) were also administered. At 8 hours of age, nitric oxide and the Sensor Medicis 3100A HFOV (SM-HFOV) were started (Sensor Medicis Corporation, 22705 Savi Ranch Parkway, Yorba Linda, California 92887). The inotropes and nitric oxide were gradually withdrawn and discontinued by 7 days of age.

Through the subsequent 2 weeks, chest x-rays showed a persistence of bilateral PIE and wandering lung atelectasis (Figure 1); however, the patient maintained acceptable blood gases. Additionally, the patient failed 2 trials of extubation to nasal intermittent mandatory ventilation (N-IMV) and did not tolerate conventional ventilation. At 12 days of age; an empirical 48-hour course of dexamethasone was given to alleviate possible laryngeal edema but the bay failed extubation. The lowest SM-HFOV support settings needed during the first 2 weeks of life were as follows: FiO2 2.55%, MAP 7 cm, frequency 13 Hz, Delta P 24 cm.

At the age of 19 days, the high-frequency mode of the Draeger Babylog 8000 plus ventilator was tried, but 75% FiO2 was required. The patient accumulated a high PCO2 (76 mmHg) due to pulmonary interstitial emphysema, lung hyperinflation and right middle and lower lobe atelectasis, as seen on the chest X-ray (Figure 1). After a thorough discussion within the treatment team, he was extubated to nasopharyngeal SM-HFOV (NP-SM-HFOV). A 3-French endotracheal tube was inserted through the nostril to a depth of 6 cm, allowing the...
tip of the tube to show in the lower pharynx. The initial setup of the ventilator was as follows: MAP of 10 cm, Delta P 28 cm, Frequency 7 Hz, FiO2 75%. The patient had good chest movement, and the chest X-ray showed good lung inflation. Extubation was well tolerated with satisfactory oxygen saturation and acceptable blood gases. NP-SM-HFOV was kept for 11 days, and the patient had acceptable PCO2 values (Figure 2) decreasing oxygen requirements (Figure 3) and disappearance of PIE changes (Figure 4). Once the oxygen requirement and NP-SM-HFOV support were low, the patient was shifted to conventional N-IMV, which was well tolerated.

The N-IMV was discontinued 8 days later. Other relevant investigations included the following; the blood culture taken at birth yielded *Streptococcus viridans* within 36 hours; cranial ultrasound at 5 days of age showed a bilateral grade 3 intraventricular hemorrhage that was static; and the diagnosis and subsequent management of bronchopulmonary dysplasia.

The patient was discharged home in good health at 97 days of age. Outpatient follow-up at 5 months was significant for wheezing managed at outpatient clinics, prominent lateral ventricles on cranial ultrasound, and a normal hearing evaluation and eye exam. At 30 months of age, the patient appeared to be a healthy, growing child with a normal development for his age.

**Discussion**

Although invasive mechanical ventilation is frequently used to treat respiratory insufficiency or apnea in very low birth weight infants (VLBW, birth weight less than 1500 g), it can be associated with serious complications including pulmonary interstitial emphysema (PIE). Even during minimal pressure ventilation [2], PIE may complicate invasive mechanical ventilation very early in the life of VLBW infants [4] with underdeveloped lungs.

Once PIE develops, the overall lung volume is increased; however, the lungs are less compliant because they are splinted at a large volume by the air within the interstitium. The increased distance between the pulmonary vascular bed and airspaces reduces gas exchange. The heart tends to get smaller as intrathoracic pressure increases, resulting in a diminished venous return and cardiac output [4].

Treatment options for PIE are limited. The only medications reported to have a role in the management of PIE are steroids [5]. Minimal pressure conventional ventilation and high-frequency ventilation are the mainstays of PIE management, but positioning and ECMO may also have a role. Other treatments, such as selective bronchial intubation or surgical pleurectomy, have been tried in the past with little success [6,7].

Non-invasive respiratory support, such as nasal CPAP (N-CPAP), was reported to help preterm infants suffering from mild hypoxia associated with PIE [8].

High-frequency ventilation (HFV) is superior to conventional mechanical ventilation in managing newborns with pulmonary interstitial emphysema [9]. HFV decreases interstitial air leak as it provides adequate ventilation at lower peak distal airway pressures [10].

It has been shown in a testing trial that nasal high-frequency percussive ventilation is superior to N-CPAP in the management of TTN in term and near-term infants [11]. The efficacy of nasal HFV in decreasing PCO2 in premature infants with mild respiratory...
distress has already been reported [12,13]. Our case report is unique in demonstrating the effectiveness of the Sensor Medics NP-HFOV in the gas exchange of unstable, seriously ill infants with PIE and no additional risks of increased morbidity or mortality.

Conclusion

NP-HFOV may be utilized in infants with PIE associated with compromised respiratory function. Further studies of NP-HFV use in infants with PIE are needed to support our report. NP-HFV may decrease the chance of further pulmonary complications, including pneumonia and lung atelectasis, and facilitate care of sick infants while on NP-HFOV.
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